International Red Cross officials said Tuesday that Arab guerrillas were now demanding the release of 3,000 Arab prisoners. It holds an additional condition for freeing about 300 hijacked airline passengers and crewmen held hostage in Jordan.

The stepped up ransom demand is part of a continuing pattern involving the United States, Britain, West Germany, Switzerland and Israel. The United States, Switzerland, and Israel have conspired a possible package deal with Arab guerrillas that would gain release of the hostages before guerrillas might put a threat to blow up two hijacked jets with many passengers still aboard.

A three man mediation mission of the International Red Cross flew into the Jordanian capital to negotiate with food and medical supplies for 300 or more passengers who were reported to be held by the Jordanian and Swissair jetliners hijacked by guerrillas Sunday to a desert airstrip in Jordan. Red Cross officials said members of the special team were also ready to start mediation talks with Palestinian guerrillas soon as instructions are received from the governments concerned.

Swiss government sources said the Swiss, U.S., West German and British governments had agreed on a unified stance for negotiation before releasing the hostages.

In Washington the State Department said it had named the International Red Cross to act as a channel of communications with the airplane hijackers. A spokesman rejected reports of an air of urgency and concern within the United States Government over the matter.

The Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine, which hijacked three New York bound airliners Sunday and tent to set a fourth, have threatened to blow up the TWA Boeing 707 and Swissair DC8 unless the nations demand them by 10 p.m. EDT Wednesday.

The 384 hostages still aboard the two planes after a group of 116 women and children were taken to an Amman hotel were allowed for the first time Tuesday to get out of the plane and walk about -- under guard -- in the desert.

During their brief outing, crew members reported guerrillas had boarded the TWA plane Monday night and took away a group of six Americans and Israelis, including an American soldier and a chemistry teacher from New York City, Gerald Berkowitz.

In addition to the American and Swiss airliners hijacked to Jordan, the guerilla group in coordinated action also seized a Pan Am Jumbo 747 jetliner and landed it eventually at Cairo, where guerrillas blew it up before the plane landed at Cairo.

In Jordan, guerrillas had agreed to join the United States, West Germany and Switzerland in a united approach to seek the release of the hostages held in Jordan. But sources in Jerusalem, Israeli officials met with 40 Red Cross officials and government sources said Israeli considered itself to be in an independent approach to the guerrillas.

British Foreign Minister Sir Alex Douglas Home met with an envoy of six Arab nations, Iraq, Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Syria and Saudi Arabia.

Officials said Home expressed the British Government's "grave concern at this outrage." He said the whole international community must oppose such action as that committed by the guerrillas.

In New York, United Nations Secretary General, U Thant, said that firm measures should be taken to deal with the hijack problem. He told the newsmen he had discussed the matter with the International Civil Aviation Organization and the International Red Cross.

In Jerusalem, Israeli officials and government ministers and it was reported that the Israeli Government would seek the release of the hostages.

The nine members of the board of Trustees, associate board of trustees, administration, faculty and one student.

Sister Alma explained that the committee has been interviewing various candidates throughout the summer. The committee will ultimately submit three names to the Board of Trustees from which a new president will be elected.

Sister Alma could not release the names of any of the nominees or the candidates being interviewed because she said all that information must be kept confidential.

She expressed doubt that the three names, from which the Trustees would elect a new president, would be presented at the new meeting of the Trustees in October. But Sister said that a meeting of the Trustees can be called at any time.

Criteria for the presidency includes an appropriate academic stature, with professional qualifications and experience for the position and a commitment to the goals of Catholic higher education for women, with a special concern for an active Christian college community at St. Mary's College.

Other qualities desired are creative leadership, business acumen with demonstrable success, possession of a developed and articulate Christian educational philosophy, and an understanding and appreciation of the nature of value and discipline together with an openness to accept change and disciplines of the world today.

A willingness to study carefully the present cooperative program between SMC and the University of Notre Dame and to join the University of Notre Dame's Governing Council Committee in furthering this cooperation within the parameters set by the Board of Trustees of SMC is also included in the criteria.

The nine members of the presidential search committee are Sister M. Alma, Mr. John Best, an associate trustee, Sister Miriam Patricia Conroy, a member of the faculty, Sister M. Verda Clare Doran, a trustee, Dr. Dorothy Feigh on the faculty, Mrs. Thomas J. Galvin, Jr., an alums, Mr. P. Jordan Hammel, a trustee, Dr. Bruce Schlingsingen on the faculty and Anne Marie McCarley, the president of the SMC student body.

At top is pictured one of the shorter lines encountered in Stephan Center Tuesday as Notre Dame's new registration procedure slowly continued.

In the University of Notre Dame's first major administrative revision in 18 years, the Rev. James T. Burtchaell, C.S.C., in his letter, said that the new administrative structure is designed to provide the needed leadership in the absence of the President, a post that has been vacated by Dr. Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh, C.S.C., in his letter to the University.

In the absence of the President, the Rev. Edmund A. P. Joyce, C.S.C., has been named as executive vice president, a post he has held for 18 years.

In resignation of the President, the Rev. James T. Burtchaell, C.S.C., in his letter, said that the new administrative structure is designed to provide the needed leadership in the absence of the President, a post that has been vacated by Dr. Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh, C.S.C., in his letter to the University.
Huddle to be topic of questionnaire today

By Don Capshaw

Questionnaires should be circulated in the dining halls and at the off-campus offices today sampling student views on a proposal to extend the Huddle's business hours and to introduce some new services.

During last spring's campaign for SSB, David Kraha expressed an interest in creating new hours for the Huddle. In accordance, Senior Tim Conners, connected with Student Government Research and Development, has been studying this idea since that time.

In meetings with Edmond Price, Head of University Food Services, Conners has discussed some of the advantages and disadvantages of such a course of action. "Actually, the idea of new hours is a part of the Huddle's renovation, which includes air conditioning and new panelling. Mr. Price is in favor of later hours for the Huddle and believes it would do substantial business with those students who study late," said Conners.

Both agree that students studying late at night would patronize the Huddle if later hours were available.

One problem that has arisen concerns employment. Conners said some of the employees now working at the Huddle have stated that they would not work the extended hours, in which case student employment would be sought to make up for this deficit. Conners also added that the idea of student employment is the sole idea of Mr. Price.

"However, the students are going to have a voice in the final decision," stated Conners.

Today a questionnaire will be distributed to the students at the dining halls, in addition to the ones at the off-campus office.

"We hope to have the results of the questionnaires tabulated and published by Monday," said Conners. He also added that if the new hours are approved, the Huddle will have to make the change approximately two weeks following the tabulation of the questionnaires. Conners requested that the students cooperate fully with this effort.

COURTS ARE SUBJECT OF STUDY

Too often legislatures feel by just adding extra judges and prosecutors they will solve the problem. If you don't rescue it, with not adding any extra judges (e.g., clerks and administrators)," said Lawless.

Lawless claimed that "90% of the criminal cases that could be brought to court and settled by a jury never make it to a court." An indicator of the delays, he said, was the fact that "the average judge can only take 40 cases a year to jury verdict. For every case that goes to verdict he may have started five.

This means, he explained that these cases are "stuck" in the system or reassigned for various reasons.

Lawless said he hoped that this project would produce changes so that the system would work better.

"Why hasn't reform been made?" Lawless asked. "Because under the 10th amendment the police function is left to the states, therefore local governments are not responsible.

In England, however, the "approach goes directly without having a transcript," as the testimony of each witness is summarized. The judge then decides whether any mismatch of procedures occurred which would call for a new trial.

Lawless cited the poor quality of indictments as a reason for appointments and contended that "all the money spent on court costs by all the governments in one year is not equal to the cost of one 5-A."

One speed-up proposal suggested by Lawless was having "administrative law judges" deal with cases concerning alcohol, drugs and vehicular violations. In support of his recommendation Lawless pointed to the workmen's compensation board in New York, who claimed hundreds of 125,000 cases last year. Lawless contended that it would take years for all the courts in New York state to handle a comparable number of cases.

Afro-American Society sponsors special orientation program

By John Abowd

The Afro-American Society of Notre Dame sponsored an orientation program for the black freshmen on September 3-5. The three day event was designed to aid the freshman in entering a predominately white university.

Ennie Jackson, president of the society, said the purpose of the program was "to provide the freshmen with our insight and other experiences as to what to expect here at Notre Dame in a white university."

All incoming freshmen and their parents were invited. Jackson estimated that about 100 people attended the three quarters actually attended. The program included Fr. James Butchart, University Provost, Professor Scott, head of the Black Studies program, Al William, Urban Studies, Granvil Cleveland, Notre Dame Law School, Dave Kraha, SSB, Jackson and others.

Jackson said one of the problems discussed was dorm rooms. He said that all the incoming freshmen were informed of the presence of black concentrations during the summer and that all the vacant spaces in Alumni and almost all the spaces in Dillen were now filled. He also noted that there are blacks in nearly all the campus this year.

"We were successful in reaching the people who were here and in convincing them to the perspective of the black student," Jackson said.

The place of Student Affairs soared the events and provide off-campus housing for the students and for parents who had made off-campus arrangements.

Jackson said that the Afro-American Society plans to make this orientation an annual affair.
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This architect's sketch depicts expansion of dining and kitchen facilities of the University of Notre Dame's campus hotel, the Morris Inn. The view is looking at the rear of the present structure from the Notre Dame golf course.

Morris Inn to be renovated

A major renovation of the University of Notre Dame's campus hotel, the Morris Inn, including expanded kitchen and dining facilities, was announced recently.

The improvements, the most extensive in the 18-year history of the hotel, will double both kitchen and dining capacity, add a cocktail lounge adjacent to the restaurant, and involve complete renovation of all rooms, corridors, private dining facilities and the main lobby, according to Manager John Rash. There will be no increase in the number of rooms, which will remain at 90, and Rash emphasized that the...
"The Freshmen Year of Studies is a joke," remarked Michael the Mindless as I met him for the first time this week in Louie's. Michael the Mindless is a returning Senior this year who was once a Freshman — as were you. Notre Dame freshmen usually become seniors in the long run. Michael the Mindless almost didn't make it through. Michael almost transferred to Stanford-Dartmouth-Cornell-Brown University. The Freshman Year says that it hasn't and even feels that it was one of the primary reasons that he almost left.

You see, Michael the Mindless is a scholar, one of the few of them left. He even came to college to receive an education, not because of social pressure or to avoid the draft. Michael spends his time taking academics seriously. That is why they call him Mindless.

"After all," his friends say, "would you want to come to a university in this day and age and become a statistic if there is so much to do. We have the football and just trying to stop all wars, right all wrongs, and keep the university from mistreating the students. And think of the students that Michael is a part of."

When Michael was a freshman, the Freshman Year had him take extra courses. They wanted to know if he slept on his desk and asked him to take an extra course. At semester he said it.

"Dear Sir," Michael began, "I know that you are asking me all about myself because you are interested in helping me. But the problems I have at this moment may look silly to me ten years from now. Why must I put them on paper so the computer can keep them in his pocket from now on? I never liked talking to machines. If you want to talk to me alright. Then I'll tell you what I want to. Everything else is none of your damn business.

Michael called into the Freshman Year Office after that. From the moment that he walked in he knew that they would make him feel important. As soon as he told the secretary his name she snuck around the corner to tell all the other secretaries there he was.

"Michael the Mindless is here," she announced, "Oh yes," they all nodded. "He's the one who didn't fill out his bibliography RIGHT?"

She then came back and sent Michael directly to Someone Important. "How are you? Michael is a big smile on his face. "HOW ARE YOU?" Someone Important replied staring straight at Michael as if you would see a naked man sitting on the sidewalk at 42nd Street and Broadway in New York. "Oh, I'm fine," replied Michael. "Are you sure," Someone Important replied. "Oh yes," said Michael. "Are you really sure?"

"Sure, I sure."

Well that was almost the end of the conversation except that Michael was told that he would have to come back every two weeks and not once a month like all of his friends.

The next time Michael came prepared with a real problem. Only as far as Michael was concerned the problem wasn't with him. It was with Notre Dame.

"I don't like it here at Notre Dame," Michael said to his Counselor who had been changed so that one guy wouldn't get all the ulcers. "I think that the courses are too easy, spine-frayed-exhaust-high school much to be precise. I would like to take another one so I can numb myself into believing that this is really college."

The counselor just sat there in amazement. How could the courses be that way? Why before the Freshman Year Office a student was set up freshmen were falling out of school like flies. Hadn't the Freshman Year Office cut the rate to well under the nation's unemployment rate and postponed the rash of dropouts until Sophomore Year when things get a little tougher. "Michael was just Mindless," smiled the counselor.

"Let's see," the counselor said, "According to our computer program you have the capability to achieve a 2.894 grade point average with the workload you have. But what are you doing?"

"I don't know," said Michael, "but I think that I am getting at least all A's and B's."

"You can't be," said the counselor. "See if you can do worse and we will talk about it next time."

Well Michael came back again and again and told them that he thought that things were going too well and that the work was not up to college standards. "But how else are we going to get 45% of the Freshman class with a grade point of B or better," replied the Freshman Year Office.

They told Michael that he had to make sure he ate bread. They told him that he had to make sure he ate bread. Thirteen hours of sleep and sent him back to get A's and B's so they would have something to talk about the next year at Freshman Orientation.

Michael got another card to report to his counselor 2 weeks later. He never went back again. At semester Michael got his grades; all A's. At registration he went to the Freshmen Year desk and asked to take one extra course. "Go down sizes and see your counselor," Michael was told.

"I would like to take an extra course," Michael said.

"Did you get higher than a 3.00?" said his counselor sure that Michael hadn't.

"I got a 4.00," Michael replied as his counselor started quizzically into the air.

"Will come back tomorrow and we will help you out." Michael never came back. In fact he almost left.

The Freshman Year of Studies is a joke," Michael the Mindless said. He didn't laugh although...
Rumored ND to counter insurgency

Today, the University of Notre Dame du Lac began in relative quiet its one hundred and twenty-seventh commemorative year as a Great Christian Institution and leader of the Western World in the fields of cross, chapel, and football. Like her sibling schools, though, the University of Our Lady will be constantly on guard against possible violent insurgency.

According to the U.S. News and World Report, a series of nine guidelines will be used in this fall by "one large group of schools." The Observer learned last night from impeachingly anonymous sources that this University is a member of this "large group of schools." According to the source, a security force headed by law enforcement professionals and revolution-hunter and all-around misanthrope Franklin J. MacAleer has been formed to implement the nine guidelines.

Observer reporter none Rumore last night interviewed Mr. MacAleer on the subject of the Security Department's precautions. Rumore reported that Mr. MacAleer was "surprisingly loquacious" and that he was more than willing to discoursen on the subject of "Keeping God in his Heaven, and Father Hesburgh and President Krashna in theirs." Hesburgh, known to his followers affectuously as "Ted the Head," and Krashna, known to his followers affectionately as "Dave the Rav" were unavailable for comment, as was God.

MacAleer talked about the guidelines, and projected for Rumore how the University would operate under them:

"The first question we ask," said MacAleer, "is about your key buildings. Have you made arrangements for their security and emergency communications? What is the chain of command of authority? If you or your immediate subordinates are unable to function normally or are incomunicado? Do authorized persons possess keys to all alternate centers?"

MacAleer closed this ecstatically and projected the possibility of an "attack.

"The campus is in ruins. The Golden Dome is Decapitated, and on one side of the campus, insurgents control both Stump Center and the Rockne building. In most cases, that would have meant floods for the loyalists." He pronounced the French word with emphasis. "But for us, it is only the beginning. A grim yet confidant voice sounds over my communicator: "Hesburgh here."

"I fumble with my communicator, gabbling it quickly enough to reach, "MacAleer! Where are you, Father?"

"I am here at the Huddle, hollering up with a Reporter. Outside I can hear the steady hail of bullets, the irregular thump of an exploding Molotov Cocktail."

"I'm here in the basement of Badin Hall, Alternate XK-30. What's the situation up there?"

"Quickly, Hesburgh briefs me, interrupted only by the reporter, wanting to know how to spell 'community' and asking if "Notre Dame Family" was all one word.

"'Right, Father,' I say, 'I have the keys distributed!"

"But just then, I hear the tinkle of glass, and Hesburgh gasps. I know he is mortally wounded. 'Frank,' he gasps, 'you know who to reach.' I blush. It was the first time he ever used a man's Christian name.

"'Right, Father,' I rap into the microphone, 'I'm heading out.' And I know I must call Father Butschell in the Flanner tower post as soon as I get this damn bat out of my hair."

MacAleer glaced over the second checkpoint, "Are your key buildings provided with emergency supplies of water, food, flashlights, batteries, first-aid supplies, blankets, etcetera? Have you stored safe from sniper fire been identified and made known to the staff by claiming that the stadium was being fortified already?"

The noted security chief quoted U.S. News and World Report's third point:

"Are members of your staff instructed as to what is expected of them if they are threatened with weapons, bodily harm, kidnapping, etc.? Have you prearranged codes to indicate to outsiders (e.g., the police) what you really mean by your public statements or statements under conditions of threat, seizure, confinement or abduction?"

Again he closed his eyes, and again he speculated, "Father Hesburgh is in the Morris Inn, hemmed in on four sides. Beside him is the ever-faithful reporter, microphone in hand. The reporter asks for a comment, and he looks to me, evoking. I strain my memory, then quickly jot something down on a piece of cardboard.

"Hesburgh placates at the note, and then says firmly, 'We know that every two Christian objects, violence as a solution to any of our ills. We intend to negotiate with the students, and I beg those there who retain some vestige of faith in this University and what it stands for, to stay this violent carnage and reason with us like men."

"In South Bend, the police, listening to every word of nonsense that two could be had to each other. It is time to move in."

MacAleer again commenced only briefly. "Are key members of your staff, who might have to function in an emergency situation, informed with protection against tear gas? Are security forces familiar with the proper methods of handling Molotov cocktails, fire bombs, etc.?" Have you provided keys of your buildings and grounds to police, fire, National Guards, and other emergency units? Do these show features of counterrevolutionary importance (tunnels, vantage points, etc.)?" by saying, 'It is fairly well known that most members of the Administration wear nose filters while dealing with the students.' As we talked, the security guard, a genial centenarian, began to clean his Civil War rifle.

In like manner, he tossed off the sixth guideline, "Have you made arrangements to establish emergency medical aid and first-aid stations and mobile medical units? Can ambulances use alternate routes if normal access is blocked by fire and other obstacles?" by merely pointing to the Infirmary, dim yet in the early morning distance, as he talked.

But when MacAleer got the seventh point, his eyes lit up and he glanced with the fervor of a dedicated counterrevolutionary. "Ah, yes," he said, "this seventh point."

"Have you authorized specific persons to call for police or fire under (good impression) and are the names of those persons known to those units? Have codes been devised to prevent impersonation?"

"It is evening and the South Bend fire chief is playing cards with three of his men. The phone rings, and he answers it. He recognizes the voice, and his body tenses."

"This is Hesburgh," the other voice says, unnecessarily."

"Pawn to King's fourth, the fire chief says."

"I have a shoe on my foot."

"I have a hole in mine."

"'Spite Agnew's mouth hurts.'"

"'Mantle wears army shoes.'"

"'Good,' Hesburgh sounded satisfied, the fire chief likewise. The malevolent Hesburgh screamed, 'The Administration building's on fire.'"

MacAleer smoothly moved to the eighth point, "Have you made arrangements with professional people to cover critical events or incidents with still photo, motion picture cameras, equipped with telephoto lenses, to identify and motion picture camera arrangements with professional people to record critical events or incidents with still photo, motion picture cameras, equipped with telephoto lenses, to identify participants? Where would they be placed? How would they be protected from attack? The events that makes are used (by demonstrators) in an attempt to avoid identification, have security forces been requested to use colored dyes to spray participants for later identification after arrest?" As he talked of MacAleer's face cracked upward, and one could tell that he was thinking of a purple Fred Detrich.

Finally, MacAleer moved to the ninth and final point, "Have you provided, he quoted, quoted, 'for the production of irreparable documents? Are duplicates stored at secure points? If works of art or other valuable objects set to be destroyed your buildings are key personnel assigned to remove or protect them in an emergency?"

MacAleer was silent for a while, and interviewer Rumore said in his report that he feared that the lawman was not to further comment. "Have you taken steps?" Rumore asked discreetly.

MacAleer smiled for a second, and then answered, "Every picture of Father Hesburgh shaking hands with Tom Dooley," he said, pointing to a huge letter value locked with a thick padlock, "is in there."
Student union announces new co-op book exchange

By Ed Ellis

Tim Connors, head of the Student Union book exchange program, announced yesterday the schedule the newly established co-op would follow during the next two weeks.

Connors said that on Thursday and Friday of this week in the Fiesta Lounge of the LeFortune Student Center the exchange would accept books from students wishing to sell. A contract will be made between the Student Union and the individual student, with the Union getting 10% commission on the price of the book.

On Saturday and Sunday, the Exchange will be closed for the Union to organize for the sale of books, which will take place from Monday to Thursday, September 14-17, in the Fiesta Lounge.

From Friday, September 18 to Sunday, September 20, the exchange will be closed for organization, and on the following Monday and Tuesday, students may return to claim either their unsold books or 90% of the price of their books.

Connors also stated when questioned that the Student Union would assume responsibility for books lost or stolen while under contract, and that stringent security procedures would be in effect during the sale.

New report on effects of crime

WASHINGTON (UPI) - A task force of the President's Commission on Violence said Tuesday that the nation is moving toward "the modern counterpart of the fortified medieval city" because of an alarming increase in violent crime.

The task force also said that if urban crime continues, the inner cities would be largely deserted and sealed off by police at night to protect properties and the tax base. "Anyone on the streets would attract police attention," it said.

Between 1958 and 1968, the task force noted, the rate of homicides increased 32 per cent, rape 71 per cent, robbery 143 per cent and aggravated assault 82 per cent.

Most of the increase came in big cities and among young men, the poor and blacks.

Historically, when political institutions have failed to protect the public, the task force said, "individuals have taken steps to safeguard themselves, their families and their property. The present period is not different in this respect."

"If present trends are not positively redirected," the task force said, "we can expect further social fragmentation of the urban environment, formation of exclusive parochial communities, greater segregation of different racial groups and economic classes, imposition of presumptive definitions of criminality on the poor and on racial minorities, a possible resurgence of communal vigilantism and polarization attitudes."

"It is logical to expect the establishment of the 'defence city,' the modern counterpart of the fortified medieval city," the task force said. "Episodic and infrequent outbreaks of violence will become routine and expected. Buildings and residential compounds will be fortified cells for upper, middle and lower income populations living at crime locations in the inner city. Suburban neighborhoods, geographically removed from the central city, will be 'safe areas,' protected mainly by racial and economic homogeneity and by distance from the salient groups with the highest propensities to commit crime. Many parts of central cities will witness frequent and widespread crime, perhaps out of police control," the task force said.

The analysis was made in a 1,644-page staff report to the National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence by the task force on individual acts of violence.

The task force offered a long list of recommendations, including legalization of marijuana for adults. "There is no reliable scientific evidence of harmful effects, nor is there serious question of marijuana's being a stepping stone to hard narcotics," it said.

ND Geology Department offers environment course

A new course for science majors wishing to apply their expertise to an environmental problem has been launched under the department of geology at the University of Notre Dame, the Rev. Michael J. Murphy, C.S.C., has announced.

Called "Environmental Problems," the three-credit course is open to all science majors in their junior or senior year. The students will select a problem, read articles appropriate to the subject, do research, analyze their results in seminar discussions, and prepare a paper describing their findings.

For instance, Fr. Murphy explained, the students might wish to study pollution of St. Mary's and St. Joseph Lakes on campus, or the pollution of ground water supplies by septic tanks. They would then decide on an appropriate division of labor -- for instance, the 'hydrologist' might research the effect of pollution on plants and animals, the chemist could measure the amounts of pollutants, and the mathematicians might handle the statistics.

Fr. Murphy expects that such a research experience could give undergraduates ideas for graduate study, as well as convincing them of the "relevance" of their scientific background in tackling problems of great importance and interest in today's world.
Cardinal Cushing resigns post

BOSTON (UPI) - Pope Paul VI yesterday accepted the resignation of Cardinal Richard J. Cushing, the Irish immigrant bishop who became one of the nation's second largest dioceses. Chicago is the largest.

"I'm too weak and too old to carry on," said Cushing, who was 75 on Aug. 24. He also referred to his "uncertain health."

The Cardinal, who has served as Archbishop in Boston since 1944, said his retirement "taken effect immediately, as far as my successor is concerned."

Cushing, who founded the Society of St. James in 1946, said he would continue to send priests to the Latin American nation of the Portuguese Azores who for many years have lived in the halls of Brownsville, Tex., a native of New Bedford.

Cushing, who contributed to a YJrevious code described by Mcgrath, the student president as "heavily legalistic," was rejected by the Student Life Council.

Cushing, who was named a Cardinal in 1958 by Pope John XXIII, was a leader in the ecumenical movement, organizing efforts to bring Catholic closer to Protestants and Jews long before this became official Church policy.

Through the years, he has been handicapped by a series of illnesses. Earlier this year, Cushing was hospitalized for several weeks with a "remitting infection," the nature of which was never revealed.

It was his fourth serious illness since 1954 when he lost 30 pounds after surgery and said he "came within a glimpse of heaven," but didn't get in, so I came home."

In 1964, it was revealed the Cardinal had contracted cancer eight years earlier, requiring the removal of a kidney. At that time, he was given eight months to live.

A longtime friend of the Kennedy family, he presided at John F. Kennedy's wedding to Jacqueline Bouvier in 1953, delivered a prayer at Kennedy's inauguration as President in 1961 and helped bury "Dear Jack" when Kennedy was assassinated in 1963.

Proposed new Judicial Code rejected by Trustees

By Ed Ellis

At its summer meeting, the University Board of Trustees rejected a proposed Judicial Code drawn up by Rev. James Burtchall, C.S.C., then Chairman of the Notre Dame Theology Department. According to Student Government Judicial Co­ordinator Rick Urda, this was the second failure of Student Government and the administration to agree on a system to fill the "judicial vacuum" created by the dissolving of the old University Judicial Code last fall.

According to Urda, the rationale for the Trustees' rejection of the Code was that it did not afford enough protection for the University in case one of the lower courts in the system should decide in favor of the student. Under the system proposed by Burtchall, the student could appeal a case all the way from his Hall Judicial Board to the University President, at each step having an option to be tried by either a board of his peers or a member of the administration. The administration would have no power to appeal a verdict of innocence.

The Burtchall Code was written after a previous code, described by Urda as extensive and "heavily legalistic," was rejected by the Student Life Council.

Urda pointed out that there now exists no Judicial Code at all. The old code, he said, techni­cally died when the machinery for its implementation has been dismantled. Thus all cases are referred to the Dean of Students. Urda contends that this denies the student the right to a trial by his peers.

Urda said that over the summer, the Krashna administration had refused to negotiate with the administration on the ques­tion because Krashna felt that the question must be settled in the open forum of the SLC rather than behind closed doors. Student Body President Dave Krashna could not be contacted for comment.

Urda said that he expected the Krashna Administration to have either a compromise on the appeals question or a reaffirma­tion of Burtchall's position prepared for the first SLC meeting September 14. The student position will be presented to the Trustees at their fall meeting.
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Cardinal Lawrence Sheehan of Boston praised the selection of Mediaviti. "It is significant," he said, "that he who by birth is a member of one of the ethnic minorities whose needs and rights have only recently received the attention they need and not to a set system." Another goal is to develop the educational philosophy at St. Mary's. "The individual must benefit from her four years," he said in this year Miss Tracy Shenk hopes to promote speakers in the halls and define the ideology of the McGrath. She also hopes to tie all the areas, i.e. academic and student affairs, together. The judicial system will also come under reform to promote a greater cooperation and responsibility in the halls. In the area of active student government, Miss Tracy hopes to implement the structure and try to tie all the areas, i.e. academic and student affairs, together. The student government plans must be rethought and different plans must wait until things settle down and someone takes the responsibility for decisions. "I don't expect we'll see our goal of promoting a total intellectual atmosphere accomplished this year. One advantage is that we have somehoes and junors on various committees who can keep their ideas working past this year. We'll make mistakes, but that won't stop us."
After more than a week of two-a-day practice sessions, Notre Dame coach Ara Parseghian is still unable to indicate exactly who will be in the starting lineup when the Irish open the 1970 campaign against North- and getting your best people in the right spots.

"We’ve spent a good deal of time in our staff meetings just going over personnel and attempting to fill in the spots where injuries have left us thin," Parseghian said.

"Every coach has to face the injury problem each year, but it seems that some years the situation is more critical than others. You just have to go ahead and make the best choices for switching people and getting your best people in the right spots."

Defensively the backfield picture has been a sore spot with returning fullback Bill Barz having missed every practice session since he reported with a pulled hamstring muscle suffered in his personal workout at home. Andy Huff, a monogram winner last year and a sometime starter in ’69, was shifted to fullback but has been slowed by some injuries. Denny Allyn, the team’s leading rusher a year ago, has remained healthy for the most part and despite a slight hamstring strain has been able to work out most every day. The other halfback spot is up for grabs and the leading contenders have been juniors Ed Gulyas and Bill Galagher and sophomores Mike Creaney and Parker and Denny Gutowski.

The brightest spot, on the other hand, remains at the quarterback position where Joe-Zoe has taken over and makes him an obvious choice from the new Naslund, Joe Keizer, and Ralph Stepaniak have performed as expected while Mike Crotty has switched over from offense to man the safety position.
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The Irish Eye

In Austin they’re proclaiming this as “the Year of the Horns,” in Columbus, however, it’s “The Year for the Buckeyes.” And at every college town from University Park, Pa. to sunny LA there is an expectation that one of the teams rated with a top notch chance of becoming Numero Uno.

Ohio State is probably the most obvious choice to return to the throne as National Champions after a year’s absence. The Bucks have Rex Kern, Jack Tatum and a sophomore class that “Uncle Woody” calls “the best in the Big Ten.” OSU has a comparatively easy schedule and the opportunity to return to Pasadena and gain revenue over Michigan should provide enough incentive for an unbeaten record. The only question is whether or not Ohio’s current passing success last season, however, must be shared with split end Tom Gaterwood, a sure-handed receiver who is closing in on 100 career receptions. The outlook for starting assignments is more critical than others.

Notre Dame coach Ara Parseghian’s team is just as strong as it was last year, but it has a number of since he reported with a pulled hamstring muscle suffered last year. The Irish will gear up for 855 yards and nine touchdowns in a two-a-game schedule against a 1970 season with some other imposing credentials.

For instance, he has logged most every day. The other key performers out of contention for starting assignments. personal workouts at home.

Defending National Champion Texas faces a difficult slate this year but the Longhorns do have sixteen starters back from the Cotton Bowl title holders. Most notable of these returnees are quarterback Dan并通过, fullback Steve Worster and tackle John Brehm. These two should provide Darrell Royal with enough”to make the Longhorns a good among-time teams again.

Penn State hasn’t lost a game in many moons (30 games) but once again their patsy schedule will hurt their chances for top honors. Only a collapse of the other top teams would put Joe Paterno’s boys in the primary place.

A surprise team this season could be the West Virginia Mountaineers. WVU puts everything it has built on the line Oct. 31 when it collides with Penn State. A victory here could vault the Morgantown team into national prominence.

In Oxford, Mississippi folks say that there is absolutely no mortal that can perform on a football field like Elzie Archie Manning. Some people feel that the Ole Miss Rebels. However, a tough SEC schedule should halt the parties of national fame at Ole Miss.

Michigan should be the top challenger of mighty Ohio State in the Big Ten as well as for nation-wide acclaim. The “year after Rose Bowl let down” and their “Big Ten at last” season will appeal to the Wolverines when the season comes to a close.

Two west coast teams should cause some stirring in the Top Ten. Jim Plunkett may not be as highly publicized as Archie Manning but his stability is definitely comparable. Plunkett should guide his Stanford team to a grudge match with USC on Oct. 10. The winner of that blood bath has to be considered a worthy candidate for the national title.

John McKay once again has a huge talent pool to draw from at Troy and his charges may be offended about the way they were overlooked by the polls last season. They were given little credit for a remarkable season considering their schedule and the results. Another familiar name to the Top Ten has lost a quarterback and coach but most time athletes will be back. Purdue’s Boilermakers always start strong but a very difficult schedule makes the national championship out of reach. Of course no pre-season forecast would be complete without mentioning Notre Dame. The Irish have the schedule and the talent to spell National Championship if they can utilize a bit of their earned luck (Ara would wonder just where his luck has been for the past three seasons.)

The Irish Ivry Top Ten does not actually mean that this is how the final polls should appear and holding aloft making it contradictory but it is in a rating of relative strengths of teams at this point. It reads:

1. Ohio State
2. Notre Dame
3. Southern California
4. Texas
5. Stanford
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